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Abstract

This paper considers the estimation and com
pensation of the unknown dynamic friction
forces for the motion control of robot manip
ulators. Using Tustin's friction model, we de
velop a novel estimation routine to obtain the
estimates of those unknown parameters. The
parameters in mass matrix and Coriolis and
Centrifugal matrix are also estimated. The es
timate results can then be used in a PD-plus
gravity-plus-friction control scheJ!le to elimi
nate the error in tracking control.
!{ey words: robot control, PD control, tracking
control, parameter estimation, friction compen
sation.

1 Introduction
In robot arm motion control, the major causes of posi
tioning errors are due to the unknown gravity force and
friction force of the robots. Although a high position
control gain may be applied to reduce the errors, it is
not always feasible as the high gains may excite the un
modeled high frequency mode of robots. In force control,
since the contacting force between a robot and its envi
ronment may compose of gravity force, friction force as
well as controlled force, the modeling and compensation
of the first two portions become critical to ensure good
performance. Our previous work on the estimation and
compensation of the gravity force and static friction has
been reported in [Liu, 1998] and [Quach and Liu, 2000].
In this study we focus on the identification of dynamic
frictions.

By nature, friction is a complicated combination of all
force components distributed along the contact surfaces
between two slide or rotate substances. It is linear in
velocity at high speed motion but shows effective non
linearities when the velocity is low. Due to this complex
ity its precise modeling and estimation are both difficult
tasks. For the general case of robot arm parameter esti
mation, significant researches have been reported in, e.g.,
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[An et al., 1985, ], [Armstrong, 1988], [Canudas et al' J

1989, ], [Canudas and Aubin, 1992], [Nasri and Bolmsjo,
1997] and [Kozlowski, 1998]. A sequential hybrid esti
mation algorithm, in which estimation was performed
by standard recur~ive estimation algorithms while the
robot model was formulated in continuous time, has
been proposed to estimate arm parameters for each link
in [Canudas and Aubin, 1992J. In [Nasri and Bolmsjo,
1997J, a candidate function based statistic scheme was
reported. An approach subject to Newton-Euler descrip
tion was given in [An et al., 1985,]. Ho\vever, due to
the structural complexity of robot dynamics and a large
number of estimated parameters involved, those estima
tion schemes require tedious computation and very rich
stimulating signals to meet the condition of persisting
excitation [Sastry and Bodson, 1989].

In this paper, a new approach is proposed to estimate
all parameters defined in the Tustin's friction mathe
matic model, which gives a fairly complete description
on different fritions, For a robot with all rotational joints,
it firstly estimates the viscous friction, kinetic friction at
a high velocity. At the same time, the robot parame
ters such as those in the mass matrix, Coriolis and cen
trifugal matrix, and gravity torque vector are also esti
mated. Secondly, the static friction is estimated at the
steady state using step input at any valid position. Note
that this differ from our previous paper [Quach and Liu,
2000] where the robot moved to its right-up position so
that the gravity force is zero and the steady state er
ror is equal to its static friction. Finally, it estimates
the empirical term, which represents the decline speed
to kinetic friction at low velocity. Once all estimates
are obtained, they are used to implement a PD-plus
gravity-plus-friction tracking control scheme to reduce
the tracking error.

2 Robot Model and Friction Model

The dynamic equation of a robot with n joints is given
as

M(q)q + C(q, q)q + G(q) + F(q) == T, (1)



where q == q(t) E ~n is the joint variable vector; r E ~n

is the applied torque vector; M(q) E ~nxn is the mass
matrix; C(q, Ij) E ~nxn is the Coriolis and Centrifugal
matrix; G(q) E ~n is the gravity torque vector; and
F(Ij) E ~n, given by F(Ij) == [f1 (41), .. " fn(qn)]T, is the
friction torque vector.

In PD control, the applied torque vector is
(a)
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(2)
Figure 1: (a) friction vs. velocity, (b) friction at very
low velocity

where qd denotes the desired position vector of the robot
arm, kp is the control position gain matrix, and kv is the
control derivative gain matrix.

In (1), friction fi (4i) is a complex nonlinear force hav
ing significant effects on robot arm dynamics. It depends
on many factors such as temperature as well as veloc
ity history (a change in friction lags the corresponding
change in velocity). At low velocity, the stick-slip oscil
lation may occur due to negative viscous friction which
also includes the so-called Stribeck effect. The Stribeck
effect is a friction phenomenon that arises from the use of
fluid lubrication. It decreases friction when the velocity
is increasing but still very close to 4== O. In this regard,
Tustin was the first one to make use of a model with neg
ative viscous friction in the analysis of feedback control.
For the machanism of Tustin's model see [Armstrong,
1991J in which a detailed analysis on many friction mod
els can be found. Due to its close approximation, Tusin's
model is used in this paper. To describe the transition
from q -+ 0+ to q-+ 0-, the model has been slightly
modified..Shown in figure 1, using Tustin's model, the
fi (qi) can be modelled as

(3)

where fVi' fki, and lSi are the positive viscous friction
coefficient, kinetic friction coefficient, and static friction
coefficient of joint i respectively with fSi > fki; and
k i is a small positive constant giving the transient ve
locity from nonlinear friction to kinetic friction. For a
well-designed robot arm, particular a direct-drive arm,
the friction will be small. Equation (3) is ,only a rough
model of the friction. A more comprehensive model may
include a term of the form fc(q, 4), which includes the
linear dependence of the friction on the displacement due
to the Dahl effect [Schilling, 1990J. Measurement have
proven that the viscous friction is not exactly propor
tional to the velocity [Priifer and Wahl, 1994].

3 Friction Parameter Estimation
3.1 Review of Previous Work
The gravity estimation and compensation algorithm can
be found in [Liu, 1998J. We extended this work to in
clude the estimation and compensation of the static force
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in a 3-step control scheme in [Quach and Liu, 2000].
The 3-step set-point control modifies its control torques
by varying the set-points so that the robot reaches the
initial (desired) set-point with zero error at most three
steps. In fact, the first two steps of this scheme is used
to gather information to estimate the gravity torque and
static friction torque, which are the major causes of er
rors in the steady state. Then the e$timate values are
added to the applied torque and drive the robot arm to
the desired set-point without errors.

3.2 Frict~on Parameter Estimation
Since the friction model in (3) is nonlinear, it is very
difficult to factorise it to a liner-in-parameter form. We
suggest that the paramter estimation is taken in three
steps. First the viscous friction and kinetic friction are
estimated at high velocity, next the static friction is es
timated at steady-state using a step input, and finally
the empirical parameter ki of joint i is estimated at low
velocity.

Step 1: Estimate all linear parameters at high velocity.
_lgO"

At high velocity, e~ Rj 0, (3) becomes

fiRjfviq + sgn(qi )fki. (4)

(4) together with the elements in M(q), C(q,4), and
G(q) have linear-in-parameter property. They can be
factorised into the form wTe, where. W is the regressor
matrix, and e is the· parameter vector to be estimated.
It is possible to apply standard recursive least square
algorithm to estimate the parameters.

Step 2: Estimate the static friction using step input.
To estimate static friction, we move the robot arms to
any valid position using step input. According to [Quach
and Liu, 2000], at steady state, we have

Fs + G == kp (qd - q),

where Fs == [fs1, fs2' .. " fsn]T is the static friction vec
tor. The vector G has been estimated in the previous
step, then

fis == kp(qd - q) - G. (5)
If all joints are exactly right up, the gravity torques are
zero. (5) becomes

(6)



or

" " -141
Y == sgn(q)(!s - !k)e-k ,

Step 3: Estimate the empirical constant k at low ve
locity, At low velocity, since all the parameters except
ki are estimated and known, We have

(10)

(11)

(12)

(13)

(14)

(15)

m11 == m111 + 2ml12cos(q2),

m12 == m21 == m121 + ml12cos(q2)'

m22 == Il2 + ml21~2 + kr22Im2'

C11 == -ml12q'2 sin (q2),

C12 == -ml12(q'l + q'2)sin(q2),

C21 == ml12Q1 sin (Q2),

ml12 == ml211l~,

m121 == Il 2 + ml2 l22 + kr2 Im2 ,

then the elements of the two matrices are computed to
be

(7)

(8)
y

o< "" < e,
sgn(rj)(!s - !k)

with

and

4 Case Study
4.1 Estimation and Compensation for A

Two Link Plannar Arm
For a two-link plannar arm, the mass matrix M(q) is

Note that we need to avoid to apply a very low speed
to estimate the parameters, since at very low speed, the
stick-slip oscillation during the low speed motion occurs
due to the negative viscous friction, This has been ob
served by many investigators,

(19)y == wTe
where the parameter vector is

where I li , I mi are the moment of inertia of the link i and
motor i respectively; 'mli and mmi are the mass of link
i 'and motor i respectively; Ii and Ii are the length and
center of link i respectively; and kri is the gear ratio of
link i.

The gravity torque vector G(q) is

G(q) = [ ~~ ] =9 [COS6QI) ~~:~:~ ~ :~~ ] [ ;~~ ] ,
(16)

where gl and 92 are the gravity torques contribution to
joint 1 and joint 2 respectively, and 9 == 9.80665mjsec
is the gravity acceleration constant, And gll == ml1l~ +
(mm2 + ml2)11, g12 == ml212. Substituting (10) to (16),
(4), and (2) into (1), we obtain

m111q1 + ml12 [(2q1 + (2)COS(q2) - (241 + 42)42
sin(q2)] + m121Q2,+ gl + !v141 + sgn(Q1)!k1 == 71, (17)

m121q1 + ml12 [Q1COs(q2) + 4i sin (q2)] + m22q2

+g2 + !v2q2 + sgn(42)!k2 == 72, (18)

the elements of the regressor matrix are

e == [m111,ml12,m121,m22,911,912,!V1,!V2,!k1,!k2,]T,
(20)

The equations (17) and (18) can be factorised as the
form of

(9)
n

k==

y == 7 - M(q)q - C(q, q)q - Jvq - sgn(rj)Jk - 0,

M(q) == [ m11
m21

where the hat (") denotes the estimate value of the pa
rameters, and !v, !k, k are the vector corresponding to
the viscous friction, kinetic friction, the empirical pa
rameter vector respectively, e is the base of the natural
logarithm. (8) is necessary, because k > 0, From (7),
since the parameter k has a non-linear contribution to
the total friction force, it makes difficult to estimate this
parameter using traditional recursive least square algo
rithm, One of the solution is to obtain the value of k in
each step during the estimation period at low velocity.
Then the .sum of the square of these values are used to
calculate the quadratic mean using the following equa
tion:

and the Coriolis and centrifugal matrix is

C( ') - [C11 C12 ]q, q - C21 0 '

Let

III + mll l12 + kr1
2
Im1 + Il 2

+ ml2 (1 1
2 + 1~2) + 1m2 + mm2112,

W12 == W41 == W52== W72 == W81 == W92 == W10,1 == 0,

W21 == (2Q1 + (2)COS(q2) - (2q1 + q2)q2 sin(q2),

W22 == Q1cOS(q2) + qr sin (q2),

W51 == gcOS(q1), W61 == W62 == gcOS(q1 + q2),

W71 == q'l, W82 == q2, W91 == sgn(q'l), W10,2 == sgn(q'2),
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and the elements of the observer vector yare

Y1 == 71, Y2 == 72·

By applying least square algorithm, all elements in e
can be estimated.

The static friction is estimated using (5). The empir
ical parameter k can be estimated at low velocity using
(7) and (9).

4.2 Simulation Results
The above computations were applied to a simulation
program, in which the two-link robot parameters were
selected to be: ml1 == 4.0kg, ml2 == 2.0kg, III == 0.5m,
112 == 0.25m, 11 == 0.25m, 12 == 0.15m, III == 1.0kg.m2,

. Il 2 == 0.8kg.m2, and the moments of inertia ap.d masses
of the motors were assumed to be very small compared
with those of links and could be neglected. We assumed
that the arm was direct-drive one. The home position of
the robot was selected to be q1 == 90°, and q2 == 0°.

We estimated the friction coefficients in the positive
velocity direction only. For the negative velocity di
rection, the same scheme could be applied. The fric
tion torque parameters used were: fV1 == O.049N.m,
fV2 == 0.077N.m, fk1 == 0.08N.m, Ik2 == 0.12N.m,
Is1 == 0.09N.m, fs2 == 0.132N.m, k1 == O.lrad/s, k2 ==
0.11rad/s. The control gains are: kp1 == 58N.m/rad,
kp2 = 40N.m/rad, kvl == 25N.m.s/rad, and kV2 ==
10N.m.s/Tad. Figure 2 shows the setpoints we used in
the simulation.

Step 1: Linear parameters estimation. At high veloc
ity, the set points were

5 PD-Plus-Gravity-Plus-Friction
Control

To utilise the estimation, the estimated results were
then used to implement a PD-plus- gravity-pIus-friction
(PDGF) control, whose control scheme is

7 == kp(qd - q) + kv(qd - q) + 6 + F,

instead of (2) in PD control. We apply the PDGF track
ing control to the same model above with

q1d == 2.5sin(0.5t), q2d == 1.5sin(0.8t).

The results are shown in figure 15. Figure 14 shows the
tracking control using pure PD controller. We can see
that the PDGF gives a better performance; it reduces
the tracking errors significantly.

3.5

3

2.5

2

~ 1.5

~ 1
0.5

0~-----"""":"-.......J-14---"""'---------M~----------"""""-_""-=:=\

-0.5
-1 " ..

second

Figure 2: Desired positions used to estimate the param
eters
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1.4
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0.8
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0.6
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'0.4

0.4

Figure 3: Estimation of m1l1

0.2

0.2

o ;---r-----.---...,-----.------r----.----r--!
o

kg.m"

Figure 4: Estimation of ml12

2 ~ - ~ ~ ~ j ~ ~ :..~.~- i -_----:- --1- _~~ ~ ~L ~ ~ _~ ~~~~ :~~e~L ~
------l-tl ----~ ------1- -----~ ------~- -----~ ------1- -

1 ~1~~I~~:t~~~e_ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~ f~~ ~ ~ ~~!~~~ ~ ~~ f~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~

q1d(t) == 1. It , q2d(t) == 0.9t.

The results are shown.in figure 3 to figure 10. The thick
lines are the actual values, and the thin lines are the
estimated values.

Step 2: Static frictions estimation. At this stage, first
we moved the joints to

q1d == 1.4radian, q2d == -0.5radian,

then we moved them to their home position:

qld == 1.571radian, q2d == Oradian.

By doing this, we ensured that the static frictions were
estimated in the positive velocity direction. Then (5)
was applied to estimate the static friction. The results
are shown in figure 11.

Step 3: Empirical constant k estimation. At low ve
locity, the set points were

q1d(t) == 0.03t + 1.301, q2d(t) == O.02t - 0.18,

and (9) was applied to estimate k. The results are shown
in figure 12 and 13. We can see that the estimated values
are very close to their actual values.
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radian PO Tracking Control
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Figure 15: PD tracking control

radian PD.Plus-Gravity-Plus-Friction Control
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. Figure 16: PDGF tracking control

6 Conclusion

A friction torque estimation scheme has been presented.
It shows that the friction parameters can be .easily ob
tained by estimating its linear model first at high veloc
ity. Then the static friction can be estimated using step
input. Finally, the empirical parameter k is estimated at
low velocity, where we can simplify the equation and ap
ply the quadratic mean method. The results .show that
the estimated values are close to their actual values. To
verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we use the re
sults in a PD-plus-gravity-plus-friction (PDGF) tracking
control scheme to compare with a pure PD tracking con
trol, which shows much improved performance.
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